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One of the toughest parts of owning a dog is learning how to train them.  Over the years Jezebel

Young has put together a list of tips for dog owners. Learn the secrets of having a well mannered

dog and create a bond with you four legged loved one. You can now learn from a dog owner with

over 10 years of experience training two dogs. These quick tips will definitely help guide you and

offer some advice that many dogs owners may not know about.
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I have a disclaimer before I write my review of this book: I don't like dogs. There, with that being

said, I can tell you how much I liked this book! The reason I don't like dogs is that every time I am

around one, it just happens to be an un-mannered, untrained dog that just irritates you to the core.

Rather than avoid my friends and family and any other dog owners I meet, I thought it would be

better to learn what makes them act like that and maybe offer helpful suggestions. That's why I

bought this book and that's why I like it so much. The author, Jezebel Young, must have owned

many dogs as she seems to know them inside and out. She knows what works with them and she

shares that information in her book. The tips in this book are better than any I have ever seen, even

better than that dog guy on tv. I found that the book was very well written and easy to follow along.

The training tips range from the basic to the complex and every one of them works! I was even able

to use a couple of them on a dog that didn't even know me! If you have a new dog, or even an older

one, that needs some training, I highly suggest this book!



After both purchasing and checking out several dog training books from the public library it turns out

that my favorite was this little gem! And for such a fantastic price, too, absolutely worth it. Very

straight-forward, concise little book that can be read in one sitting that does an excellent job

addressing all the essential basics for training your puppy. No pages of extra wordy fluff, no

condescending language or complaining about breeders or owners like some other books, just

straight to solid useful knowledge and actual step-by-step instructions for the basic commands,

potty training, crate training, etc. Exactly what I needed and wanted to get started!

100 Dog Training Tips by Jezebel Young is a very well written and well organized guide that any

level of dog owner can learn from. I am 40 years old and have had multiple dogs throughout my life,

the most recent being a Pit Bull mix that we rescued around Christmas time. For some reason,

Iâ€™d been having issues with her urinating in the house and couldnâ€™t seem to correct the issue

no matter what I did. After reading this guide I have learned how to get her to stop! Iâ€™m thankful

to have found this book and I can honestly say I highly recommend it!

A wonderful guide for dog lovers like myself. I am not the greatest dog owner in the world, but I

would like to be. I love my two dogs very much and this book helped me to love them even

better.The basics are laid out in such an easily understandable way. It was a breeze to read

through, and now I've been using it as a reference when I run into issues.The important thing is that

my dogs are happier. Some of the basic training methods in the book have not only helped me

understand my dogs better, but I think they are starting to understand me better. I feel more secure

taking them outside, I even take them on hikes with no problems.The section on breeds was

particularly useful for me, not only do I understand my two buddies better, but when they are

socializing, I also have a better understanding of some of the other dogs they come in contact

with.This book has been great for my little family.Thanks for all the help!!

I found the information about training new puppies excellent and a must-have for all puppy owners.

It instructs in clear language "potty", crate training, and basic obedience. I plan to buy the printed

book for great grandchildren and any neighborhood child with a new puppy. I was looking for a book

with more explicit advanced training, preferably with line-drawing diagrams, for commands such as

"leave it", "enough", "stop" (not just "stay"), etc. But, every dog must learn the basics before

advancing to these commands and this book covers those very well. It would have been nice if



there was more information about hand signals and body motion training. A well-trained dog can be

controlled by these alone, invaluable, especially if their hearing declines.I have found that many new

"trainees" will keep repeating a command, such as "sit, sit, sit," and the dog hears this differently

than just the single command "sit". Also, when there are more than one person yelling commands at

the same time to the dog, it only confuses them. It is important that only one person give the

commands, in a calm voice, until the dog clearly understands them. Then other family members can

be taught the proper commands.More information about not teaching a dog bad habits, such as

feeding it "people-food" at the table would have been nice. This is one of the first things a new

owner needs know...bad human habits and how they affect the health and well-being of the dog.

Some people foods are not good for dogs, such as chocolate and alcohol. I have seen small

children knocked over or hurt when an ill-trained dog grabs food from their hands and these dogs

often learn to jump on the table for food. Some "tricks" are cute when the dog is a puppy, but not so

cute as they get larger. I feel people training is as important as dog training and this book is a good

start.

I think that the puppy section of this book is outstanding, I know I sure couldâ€™ve used it when my

dogs were babies. Ms Young took her time to explain every detail and teaches us the patience to be

consistent with our training. We will reap the benefit of beautifully well mannered fur babies that we

will be proud to take out in public. I will be purchasing a couple of copies of this to handout to family

and friends when they get new puppies. Thank you for taking the time to write this handy little book.
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